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Helping FAB and our 
stakeholders to grow stronger 
In 2020, PBG delivered AED 2.2 billion in 
profit after taxes, while supporting FAB’s 
status as the bank of choice in the UAE and 
preferred strategic partner of the Abu Dhabi 
Government. 

Key initiatives during the year included 
the launch of Abu Dhabi Pay, as well as a 
partnership with the Ministry of Human 
Resources and Emiratisation (MOHRE) to 
introduce a unified payment solution for 
domestic workers, as part of our ongoing 
role as a key enabler of the Government’s 
ambitions to move toward a cashless 
economy. 

We also remained committed to securing 
exceptional value and performance for 
our many other stakeholders during 
2020, providing seamless, uninterrupted 
services for our customers by improving 
digital service availability, while also 
supporting the rollout of the TESS 
programme; safeguarding our employees 
by implementing a safe, remote-working 
regime; and ensuring the interests of our 
shareholders by protecting market share 
and delivering solid performance in difficult 
market conditions.

PERSONAL  
BANKING GROUP 
In a year that put unprecedented pressure on our business and 
our customers, the FAB Personal Banking Group redoubled 
our efforts to ensure that our large and diverse customer base 
enjoyed the services and support to manage their financial 
needs and feel secure in their interactions with FAB. Through 
a wide range of new products, services, digital launches 
and safety initiatives, we worked with all our stakeholders to 
serve our customers, protect our employees and support our 
community through this challenging period.

In 2020, the Personal Banking Group (PBG) delivered a 
resilient performance, despite significant headwinds, 
driven by the momentum of our success in 2019 as well as 
our exceptional levels of customer engagement and cost 
discipline. 

Operating profit dropped by 8% during the year to AED 3.6 
billion. This was the result of a drop in revenue by 8% versus 
2019 to AED 6.2 billion, reflecting the slowdown in activity 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which was partly mitigated 
by the gradual improvement in business conditions in the 
second half of the year. Operating costs also declined by 7% 

compared to 2019, on the back of a rigorous programme of 
cost savings and a drive to achieve additional efficiencies 
from process enhancements and digital enablement, in 
keeping with the Bank-wide digitalisation strategy. 

Loans and advances remained both stable and robust, 
reaching AED 90 billion by year-end, up 1% from 2019. 
Customer deposits also grew 1% to AED 81 billion, while our 
current and savings account (CASA) balances rose by 5% 
year-on-year to reach AED 68 billion, driven by growth in 
account openings and increased deposits from our existing 
customer base.

Protecting our people and customers 
PBG moved immediately to ensure the wellbeing of our 
people and customers with the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic, temporarily closing 44 branches. Despite these 
temporary closures, our overall footprint largely remained 
the same through the year, with a network of 73 branches 
across the UAE. 

To ensure the physical safety of our employees and 
customers, we introduced shift working, document 
drop-boxes and signage in branches to encourage 
social distancing, as well as increased sanitisation and 
thermal scanners in branches. We also succeeded in 
enabling 2,500 PBG staff to remote working from home 
by providing advanced virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) 
access, including for our contact centre.

Meanwhile, to support qualifying customers financially 
during the challenging prevailing economic conditions, 
we also collaborated with the UAE Central Bank to roll 
out the Targeted Economic Support Scheme (TESS), 
alongside a number of other initiatives to support 
customers, including deferred payment instalments, 
reduced interest rates and fee waivers.

Operational highlights 
Undeterred by the negative fallout from the COVID-19 
pandemic in 2020, we maintained our strategic focus 
to achieve a solid financial performance while meeting 
our customer service (NPS) and cost reduction targets. 
Despite a drop in revenue, we continued to gain retail 
market share in a shrinking and highly competitive 
marketplace, through rising product acquisition volumes. 
Our share of new credit cards issued grew substantially, 
driven by strong share of acquisition in the second and 
third quarter of the year as the economy emerged from 
the original lockdown, demonstrating the strength of our 
retail franchise. 

We also met our targets for the year in terms of 
international customer growth, risk adherence, employee 
banking acquisition, active mobile users, digital 
onboarding and transactions, efficiency index rating, staff 
culture and Emiratisation. 

AED

6.2 bn
(-8%)
Revenue 

AED

2.2 bn
(-20%)
Profit after taxes

33% 
Contribution to FAB 
Revenue

AED

3.6 bn
(-8%)
Operating Profit

Operating costs declined by 7% compared to 2019, on 
the back of a rigorous programme of cost savings and 
a drive to achieve additional efficiencies from process 

enhancements and digital enablement, in keeping with 
the Bank-wide digitalisation strategy 
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The Bank partnered with
Abu Dhabi Digital Authority to 
deliver Abu Dhabi Pay (ADPAY), 
a customised and unique digital 
payment solution.
• ADPAY is based on a model of building and 

operating a payment eco-system for the Abu Dhabi 
Government to accept digital payments.

• This digital omni-channel solution supports the 
Abu Dhabi Government’s Economic Vision 2030 by 
enabling digital transformation, providing all Abu 
Dhabi Government entities the ability to receive 
payments from customers in an easy, unified and 
secure manner.

Launched Abu Dhabi Pay with 
Abu Dhabi Digital Authority

The Bank launched a new 
prepaid card for domestic 
workers, enabling customers 
to transfer domestic workers’ 
salaries directly using the payit 
Mobile Wallet App.
• The solution is an alternative to cash, whereby 

domestic workers are banked and can now receive 
their salaries securely and digitally, as well as make 
electronic payments and transfer funds between 
friends, pay merchants, pay utilities and top-up their 
mobiles and send money home abroad seamlessly 
through integration with FAB’s ‘payit wallet’ services.

• DWallet can be used at ATMs, for in-store purchases, 
for instant worldwide money transfers, etc.

Introduced DWallet for 
cashless salary  payments to 
domestic workers 

The Bank introduced ‘Payment as a Platform’, with advanced 
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning tools, which benefited 
our merchant clients by unlocking opportunities, strengthening their 
business models and allowing them to offer enhanced experiences 
to their customers. 
• The state-of-the-art platform offers the conventional 

national/international card payment acceptance 
and also supports an agile block building capability 
to ensure the acceptance of any future payment 
methods. 

• Acceptance of Digital Wallets, such as Alipay, 
Google Pay, Samsung Pay and Apple Pay, along with 
QR, prepaid, corporate and gift cards, have given 
merchants the freedom to expand their businesses 
with ease and on their own terms. 

• Payment as a Platform allows merchants and 
different businesses to connect through a single API 
Layer, providing seamless and frictionless payment 
processing opportunities for in-store, e-com and 
m-com businesses.

• The platform is distinguished through several key 
features, including data monetisation, instant discount, 
buy now pay later, etc.

Driving customer success through cutting-edge 
Payment as a Platform 
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Accelerating digital transformation
Capitalising on the opportunities presented in 2020 to 
transition more of our services to digital channels in order to 
better serve our customers, we accelerated our digitalisation 
transformation throughout the year. We rolled out Apple Pay 
and grew eWallet spends during the second half of the year, 
while being recognised as “Best NEO Bank” and for providing 
the “Best User Experience” for payit at the MEA Finance 
Awards 2020. 

We converted 12 existing branches to digital ‘teller-less’ 
branches during the year and launched a new interactive 
voice response system and virtual agent at our call centre. 
This ongoing transition and automation of our services saw 
a further migration of volumes to digital channels and a 
marked reduction in teller-transactions in our branches that 
are migratable to digital or automated channels.

To enhance our mobile banking proposition in 2020, we 
launched FAB Rewards – a loyalty programme that allows 
customers to instantly redeem rewards via FAB’s digital 
channels. Other service expansions delivered via mobile 
banking during the year now allow our customers to apply 
for a range of current accounts and credit cards through the 
app – enabling some clients to receive a virtual credit card in 
their mobile wallet in just two minutes – whilst existing loan 
customers can now top up their personal loans instantly via 
FAB Mobile. Overall, around 20% of new current accounts in 
2020 were sourced digitally. 

Meanwhile, as part of our ongoing transformation of 
processes and procedures to achieve additional internal 
efficiencies, FAB employed robotics process automation 
(RPA) to automate 27 services – including know-your-
customer (KYC), liability letter issuance and account closure 
processes – handling over 1.7 million transactions during the year.

Enhancing the customer experience
A key aspect of the success of PBG stems from our 
renowned customer service credentials. To maintain this 
position in the market, we deliver initiatives and technologies 
to enhance the customer experience each year. For example, 
in 2020, we expanded our new Customer First Programme 
that was launched in 2019 to all PBG staff, which included 
mandatory learning modules on how to provide excellent 
customer experience.

Also during this year, we continued to enhance our customer 
complaint handling, in order to provide 24/7 availability, faster 
complaint resolution, improved first call resolution (FCR) 
and turnaround time (TAT), and better complaint tracking. 
Customers were provided with the ability to update and upload 
their KYC documents and information via FAB Mobile and 
internet banking instantly, and the queue management system 
across our branches was redesigned to enhance the efficiency 
of branch processes and effectively reduce waiting times. 

Targeted expansion in strategic markets 
PBG continued to focus on expanding our footprint in key 
target geographies throughout 2020. By leveraging FAB’s 
recently signed agreement to acquire Bank Audi-Egypt, we 
continue to accelerate our expansion in a high potential 
growth market, positioning FAB among the largest foreign 
banks in the country by total assets.

We remain intensely focused on delivering a unique and 
unparalleled customer experience across our platforms and 
services, defending and growing our leading market position 
whilst creating sustainable value for all our stakeholders by 
powering the UAE’s growth as the region’s strongest and 
most profitable bank.

Delivering exceptional customer 
engagement in 2021 
As we look forward to a potential uptick in the business 
environment in 2021, driven by various reforms and initiatives 
taken by the Governments in UAE to normalise economic 
activity, and the roll-out of multiple vaccines across the globe, 
our key priority will remain the satisfaction of our customers. 

The growth of our customer base will also be a major focus 
area, as we continue to deliver initiatives to retain and deepen 
our customer relationships. We will also focus on expanding and 
enriching our Employee Banking Proposition to grow market 
share, whilst working to improve our current NPS performance.

In terms of our successful digital transition, PBG will further 
enhance cost efficiency by continuing to migrate services 
to digital platforms, increasing the volume of transactions 
performed digitally, and growing the number of customers 
and products acquired through digital channels.

Above all, we will continue to put our customers first in 2021, 
providing an unparalleled and highly innovative personal 
banking proposition by leveraging our digital evolution to 
enhance efficiency and stakeholder value.

We will continue to put our customers 
first in 2021, providing an unparalleled 
and highly innovative personal 
banking proposition by leveraging 
our digital evolution to enhance 
efficiency and stakeholder value

Around 20% 
of new current 
accounts in 
2020 were 
sourced 
digitally Personal Banking Group 

• Best NEO Bank (payit), MEA Finance Awards 
2020

• Best User Experience (payit), MEA Finance 
Awards 2020

• Best Bill Payment & Presentment
 (Best Consumer Digital Banks category), 

Global Finance 2020

PBG awards and recognition in 2020




